By Gerard Drenth, Rafael Ramírez and Ali Naghieh

This white paper is the result of a NormannPartners’ study, performed for the International Forum of Sovereign Wealth Funds (IFSWF) and sponsored by Samruk Kazyna JSC, into the way IFSWF members engage with
fundamental uncertainty. It is based on interviews with IFSWF members and investment management (IM)
experts, a short survey amongst the members, and a review of a range of documents covering how SWFs deal
with “uncertainty” (as opposed to “risk”) in their decision-making processes. This study has also greatly benefitted from the scenario planning seminar delivered by NormannPartners at the IFSWF annual meeting in
Astana, Kazakhstan, in September 2017.

Executive Summary
Scenarios are plausible, alternative, challenging stories of
how the future could unfold. They are created in a process
called scenario planning. The scenario planning method
comprises many aspects, but the main ones are interviewing internal and external sources to determine the most
importance challenges faced by the user of the scenarios.
Scenario planning also identifies the dominant uncertainties the users expect they may encounter in their business
environment, and includes research to learn more about
areas of ignorance or lack of knowledge that are identified
during the process.
Finally, the scenarios are constructed using a creative process incorporating both qualitative and quantitative analysis, rigorous testing of the scenarios for plausibility (“Could
the developments described in the scenario plausibly happen?”) and usability. Most importantly, however, the scenarios must be usable in strategy and policymaking. For
example, they can be used to challenge an organisation’s
assumptions about the future, to test if the organisation’s
current strategy is robust in all scenarios, and thus develop
alternative strategic options that should be explored, or
new dialogues with other stakeholders.
We reached the following conclusions:
1. Many SWFs use scenario planning but what this entails
varies. Only a minority of funds performs scenario planning in the way we think it should be done.
2. Some IFSWF member funds are very sophisticated in
their use of scenario planning. Others use a binary, intuitive, more simple form of scenario thinking.
3. SWFs use scenario planning for three main reasons: 1) it
enhances investment portfolio robustness 2) it allows

them to identify and examine alternative ranges of actions and 3) boards like the approach.
4. SWFs see forecasts as being very important, but at the
same time, they report them as “almost never correct”
5. Most IFSWF members only test investment assumptions
annually
6. Most (but not all) members encourage disagreement in
the investment process, and a few harness disagreements as a productive process
7. IFSWF members believe scenario planning is useful in
the risk management processes. But the more sophisticated users of scenarios amongst the member funds
also apply scenario planning predominantly in the investment strategy processes
We will elaborate on each of these conclusions in the remainder of this paper.

Main findings
The interviews and the survey results suggest a broad spectrum of perspectives on understanding, accounting for and
dealing with uncertainties. They illuminate a variety of
practices on challenging assumptions and on valuing disagreements. Finally, the research process revealed noteworthy findings on various established processes for using forecasting and scenario planning in investment management
at SWFs.

Uncertainties in the context of sovereign wealth
funds
The survey asked respondents about the biggest changes
they anticipate in the world of SWFs, by 2030. The responses include changes to a range of current challenges faced
by SWFs in the following key areas:
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• Domination of internal fund management for better
strategic alignment
• Technological disruption (e.g. Big Data and Artificial Intelligence) of the asset management industry
• Emergence of new asset classes and transformation of
portfolios
• Increasing accountability and public scrutiny
• Increased pressure to improve portfolio performance
and offset lower fund injection by governments
• Mandate expansion: increasing expectation to generate
domestic economic impact

proposed investment would be affected by one of the potential outcomes of the recent US elections, as they “were
convinced Trump wouldn’t win”.
The survey data outlined several investment convictions
and asset correlations that failed to hold true over time,
including the assumption of the equity and bond market
rallies ending, risk premiums across asset classes rising as
they were believed to be too low, and the surprise of interest rates falling further and remaining lower longer than
forecast. An interview respondent highlighted the LIBOR
crisis: “LIBOR was like a religion, you were convinced it can
only move one way. You are convinced that something has
to behave in a certain way because that was the basis of
your whole industry”.

How SWFs deal with uncertainty
The SWFs we surveyed suggested a variety of processes and
strategies for dealing with uncertainty. These include conversations about the macro environment once or twice a
year, inviting external participants such as economists to
join the conversation, risk mapping, modelling and simulations, stress testing, diversifying their portfolios and adjusting positions based on “what if” analyses of future binary events, as well as more sophisticated use of scenario
planning by a few SWFs.

The significance of accounting for uncertainty
Some strategic funds only focus on one sector/industry or
have a singular investment strategy (e.g. greenfield project
development, domestic industries, domestic public as well
as state-owned companies, etc). The data suggests that
some of these SWFs appear to believe that macro developments will continue having only a minor impact on them
because of their mandate. Comments from various funds on
this theme include: “we do not find ourselves confronted by
other very important issues that others have to deal with”
and “we are lucky to have less uncertainty than other
SWFs”. These funds may consequently underestimate several plausible future trajectories and their impact on their
respective countries and their assets. On the other hand,
some SWFs with exposure to international capital markets
seemed to have too few strategic domestic concerns. They
may therefore underestimate uncertainty in geopolitical
and technological developments in a different way, as these
could catch up with them in plausible futures characterised
by more domestic manifestations such as exclusionary disruptions or extreme protectionism.
The survey and interview results demonstrate reflections on
possible consequences of underestimating uncertainty,
awareness of meaningful plausibility of two outcomes in
binary future events, and inadequate planning to follow
through with concrete actions in accounting for such eventualities. An interviewee lamented that their Investment
Committee avoided engaging in a discussion on how their

Most SWFs who were unfamiliar with, or had not engaged
in, a comprehensive scenario planning process described
undertaking a crude form of what the scenario planning
literature calls intuitive scenario planning. This involves analysing a singular “what if” query (e.g. what would be the
effect on us if inflation goes up?), and determining potential
courses of action for each potential outcome event. SWFs
generally reported using intuitive scenario planning for individual investments, rather than identifying the effects for
the whole portfolio. However, this elementary form of scenario planning underplays or ignores the relationships between various factors of unforecastable uncertainty: between items that are not included in the models in use, and
which could have serious consequences if they occur, particularly if they occur simultaneously. When discussing the
liabilities of a recent investment one of the SWFs told us
that, “the (simultaneous) combination of Trump being elected and the US exiting the Paris agreement was a scenario
we didn’t think about”.
The survey data demonstrates that dealing with uncertainty
by SWFs may have changed after the financial crisis of
2007/2008. Respondents highlighted greater scrutiny in
portfolio construction, a greater focus on risk management,
fewer quantitative and “backward-looking” processes, and
more dedication to monitoring and scanning trend-breaks
in policy and in areas of imbalance such as overleverage.
SWFs highlighted various obstacles to taking a longer-term
approach in the analysis of uncertainties. These included
mandates and governance structures that sometimes required the fund to focus on the investment at hand, and
prevented them widening the scope of the models they use
to assess potential investments. A related factor includes
short-termism and HR performance measurement, One
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SWF told us, “I agree that in 50 years the climate will be
warmer, but if I do anything about it and it’s not a pricing
issue in the next 12 months, chances are my boss is going to
give me a hard time”. Another limiting factor may potentially lie in human resources processes as highlighted by one
interviewee, “People are more interested in what will happen next year, because that’s the timeframe for your
job” (and presumably, financial rewards).

Use of forecasting
The overwhelming majority of survey respondents (87.5%)
reported that forecasts play an important role in their investment decision processes. However, 75% of them were
unable to provide examples of forecasts they use that were
“usually correct”. Interest rates, inflation rates, oil prices,
and volatility estimates were the forecasts reported to be
“usually correct” by a minority of participants. Investment
return forecasts were reported to be “mostly incorrect”.
Interviews provided a better understanding of the apparent
conflict between the importance of forecasts in investment
management and the tendency of many forecasts to very
often be incorrect. One respondent stated: “All forecasts
are always wrong. The main question is whether they are
usefully wrong”. Similarly: “We know that 90% of forecasts
are wrong. But we have to make a decision, and we cannot
use our guts – we are not allowed to do that. So we have to
trust reputable sources”. Another respondent detailed their
investment assessment process that incorporates several
outsourced forecasts, commenting that the final package of
assessment is “roughly right and not intended to be accurate and that is fine”. Furthermore, one SWF described how
they review and revise the investments in their portfolio on
an annual basis with updated macroeconomic forecast figures.

Use of scenario planning

Encourage disagreements; challenge assumptions
The survey asked about culture and processes for reducing
group-think and for encouraging disagreements. It is reassuring that disagreement is widely encouraged in the asset
selection, allocation, and management processes. But more
concerning is that only one respondent reported disagreement being encouraged in the risk management function.
The interviews provide more nuances on the topic of encouraging disagreements.
Several interviewees reported a culture of valuing consensus and agreement when discussing macro trends at the
country level and the direction of the global economy. A
respondent reported that if risk managers estimate very
different probabilities for the same variables, the fund
would actively “get them to come up with a compromise on
the risk and try to have a consensus”.
The survey also asked how and how often the core investment thesis was challenged. Most SWFs challenge the investment thesis at the investment committee at least annually. A few sophisticated funds reported doing this more
than twice a year, and used scenario planning as a framework for challenging the assumptions made about the future. That said, one SWF reported that it “never” formally
challenged the underlying assumptions of the investment
thesis.

More than 75% of the survey respondents reported using
scenario planning in their investment management processes. The interviews corroborated the widespread use of scenario planning, although they highlighted differences in
interpretations of what constitutes scenario planning. Most
reported uses seem to be in what we call sensitivity analysis
and what-if queries based on singular indicators or events.
A few SWFs reported a more sophisticated use of scenario
planning, with established systems for conducting scenario
planning on a continuous and formative basis, and incorporating scenario planning in decision-making and risk management processes.
The SWFs surveyed reported that their main use of scenario
planning was for understanding macro developments and
the wide diversity of outcomes. These include geopolitical
tensions, protectionism, populism, debt and deleveraging,
resource scarcity, and directions for country-level growth
and inflation rates. The SWFs with more sophisticated integration of scenario planning within their systems also reported using this approach for stress testing of their assumptions and “exploring the very far out tails of probability
distributions”.
Three main factors emerged in explaining why scenario
planning was considered a worthwhile activity by SWFs. The
first factor is the value of scenario planning in helping to
adjust portfolios and make them more robust. SWFs reported gaining more confidence in their portfolio after completing a scenario planning exercise, considering the range
of pathways and outcomes, and judging which outcomes
were not favourable and required adjusting of the portfolio.
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The second factor is the emphasis of scenario planning on
examining alternatives and considering their plausibility in
the context of uncertain futures. Finally, SWFs reported
positive feedback from the board on including scenario
planning in their decision-making processes.
Case: Dealing with uncertainty at Samruk Kazyna JSC
Samruk Kazyna (SK), a sovereign wealth fund and joint stock company in Kazakhstan , uses an “intuitive” form of scenario thinking, where “what-if”
questions are asked and explored and scenarios appear in the form of best, base
and worst case scenarios. They use (Monte Carlo) simulations to conduct sensitivity analysis. Strong attention is given to forecasting key indicators, with some
reliance on forecasts made by third parties. SK is aware that “90% of forecasts are
wrong,” but because decisions have to be based on actual data, they must rely on
and trust these “reputable” sources. SK accepts that there remains fundamental
uncertainty and that “the long term is not forecastable.” Assessing risks and
uncertainty takes place in a decentralised fashion, but there is a strong desire to
retain an overview at central level. The fund has implemented a risk mapping
approach to track and monitor the evolution of risks. There is a tendency to seek
consensus, for example, if probability and impact estimates for variables vary
across different risk managers then efforts are made to reach consensus. Key
assumptions made about particular variables are challenged by the Investment
Committee, and for critical factors one set of figures is then approved.

Forms of use of scenario planning observed
amongst IFSWF members
As described earlier, we noted a lot of intuitive use of scenario thinking, in the form of what-if analysis. This use of
scenario thinking (perhaps without calling it like this) is very
widespread and common. Sensitivity analysis and what if
queries based on singular indicators or events certainly improve robustness of investment decisions.

bedded and accepted as a strategy process then, if insights
from a scenario study points to a weakness or risk in the
current investment strategy, these insights need to be acted
on immediately, rather than waiting until the yearly investment strategy assessment.
Finally, we cannot overemphasise how valuable it is to have
risk management and scenario planning processes work
side-by-side and learn from each other. Sets of scenarios
may point to risks that are under (or over-) attended; and in
the opposite direction the risk management function provides excellent input (what to clarify and understand better)
into the scenario development process.

Scenarios Seminar at 2017 IFSWF
Annual Meeting in Astana
At the IFSWF Annual Meeting in Astana Professor Dr. Rafael
Ramírez and Gerard Drenth of NormannPartners led a seminar on scenario planning. By using two sets of scenarios
developed especially for the event, with which participants
explored plausible future contexts, the session was intended to demonstrate how scenario planning could be used
and to allow for a short discussion on its potential value for
the SWF community. A few conclusions can be drawn from
the session, and from feedback received:
• The world constantly reminds us that uncertainty and
unpredictability abound and that methods like scenario
planning are required to anticipate and respond appropriately

A more advanced and richer use of scenario planning is in
place in some funds. It would include ensuring scenario
planning is well integrated with other decision-making processes, so that it is not done as an afterthought or as an
extra, but forms an integral part of the investment process.

• The relationship (and contrast) between forecasting and
scenario planning was found to be intriguing. Plausibility
as the dominant criteria (instead of probability) for determining what developments need to be better understood was discussed in a lively fashion

Advanced use is often characterised by performing regular
theme-based scenario studies, bringing together insights
pertaining to specific fields of uncertainty. These sets of
scenarios form containers of knowledge and can be socialised and shared across different parts of the fund organisation, each using the set to develop insights and learnings
that apply to them. Examples of such fields of uncertainty
are deglobalisation, urbanisation, populism, climate change,
indebtedness, alternative currencies and payment systems,
etc. The best topics are those that persist beyond a single
business cycle.

• Some action points were identified that appear to be
easy decisions that would make sense to undertake
whatever future we find ourselves in. Examples are: developing better understanding of what competencies
and capabilities may be needed in SWFs in the future;
develop better understanding of how information technology could disrupt investment management; and develop ideas on how IT can be monetised

If scenario planning is used well one would then expect to
see a SWF apply these sets to help scanning and monitoring
functions: the intelligence and research functions that try to
pick up signals of change before others. Sophisticated users
of scenario planning have integrated the learnings and observations from the scenario sets (which have captured exactly those aspects plausible of futures that “we are interested in hearing about first”) with the horizon scanning or
business intelligence community.
Advanced use of scenario planning in fund management
would also require that it is possible to revisit the fund investment strategy or core investment thesis more frequently than once a year. If scenario planning is well em-

• One insight was that SWFs can do more than just navigate successfully the worlds in which we might live :
SWFs have an opportunity to shape the future and help
with building a better, more sustainable, world
• Sets of scenarios could be used to open industry-wide
discourse
• Using scenario thinking aligns well with the promotion
of long-term thinking as supported by Santiago Principles.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Overall, the survey and interview data from the cohort of
sovereign wealth funds suggest a good understanding of
differences between risk and uncertainty (we certainly have
seen a lot worse!).
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At the same time, the cohort appears to heavily rely on
forecasting and probabilities, even if value and accuracy of
it was widely criticised. We suggest that it is unadvisable to
rely on forecasts in situations where incorrectness of the
forecasts is virtually guaranteed and where scenarios, with
their focus on plausibility not probability, might be used
instead.
A rigorous foresight perspective in investment management
would embrace an integrated and contextualised use of
forecasts and scenario planning throughout investment
decision-making and risk management processes, as clearly
exemplified by the sophisticated uses of scenario planning
by some of the funds we surveyed.
Scenario planning is interpreted in various ways in practice,
and it is important to understand and adhere to the core
principles and methods of this approach. Some SWFs label
their what-if analyses of singular events/indicators for single investments as scenario planning. The data contributing
to this report demonstrates the merit of conducting rigorous, systematic, regular scenario planning rather than isolated what ifs, whereby the consequential actions and
events stemming from the outputs and interrelations of
various possible outcomes are detrimentally underexplored.
Although a healthy culture of encouraging disagreement is
commonplace in most SWFs, there also seems to be a concurrent culture of encouraging consensus and agreement
on macro trends that SWFs may want to question and possibly change. While consensus is generally the pragmatic approach for moving forward and avoiding gridlock, scenario
planning provides a framework for maintaining and engaging with multiple futures in investment management.
Some SWFs appear to want to create more space and time
to question their investment beliefs, to surface their biases
about uncertainties, to consider trend-breaks, and to better
learn from underestimation and inaction regarding past
uncertainties and their respective eventualities.
Some of the strategic funds who participated in the survey
have signalled a wish to better internalise the significance of
global developments and to assess the impact of their plausible future trajectories for their domestic investments.
Similarly, some global investment funds expressed a wish to
better realise long-term value in extending their analysis of
global trends to strategic domestic capabilities and liabilities
to account for relevant plausible futures.
Interviewees exposed various structural challenges at their
organisations, and SWFs may want to address these openly,
possibly with the help of scenario planning. These include
mandate and governance limitations, short-term performance indicators, and adjusting human resources practices.

cise” but a form of thinking). These SWFs may be willing to
share their approach with other members.
We suggest that each SWF experiment for a few years with
systematic scenario planning (as an iterative practice, it
works better over several iterations) to see how it helps
them to better engage with uncertainty. This process may
initially require external support that incorporates capacity
building with a view to the process might becoming more
fully integrated into investment decision-making and risk
management processes at the fund. Such application of
scenario planning may help nurture an internal strategy/
foresight team to regularly update scenario sets and to conduct horizon scanning to reframe and maintain resilient
portfolios. The scenario planning team can relate bottom-up
(asset class teams) and top-down (investment committee)
inputs into a higher quality and more courageous strategic
conversation.

Endnotes
This report primarily focused on the domain of sovereign
wealth funds. It did not go far beyond SWFs into the wider
world of asset management.
The conclusions we derive are based on the sample of interviews conducted and survey responses received. We did
not speak to every IFSWF member fund, and did not receive
a survey submission form every member. That said, we
invited interviewees to comment on the body of insights we
built up as the research progressed, and we are quite confident that this approach compensated for the shortcoming
in speaking to all, as most of the interviewees are not only
knowledgeable on their own fund but also on other IFSWF
members. Finally, at the IFSWF annual meeting in Astana
we also received feedback and comments, further corroborating the statements we make in this report.
For comments or questions please contact the authors of
the report at info@normannpartners.com.

Lessons can be learnt from SWFs who have found integration of scenario planning into their processes to be worthwhile. Their experience essentially revolves around the value of scenario planning in shaping more robust and resilient
portfolios, in their systematically considering alternative
pathways and outcomes and accounting for them, and in
doing so more than once a year (not a “box-ticking exerNormannPartners | Stockholm, Sweden | London, United Kingdom | info@normannpartners.com | www.normannpartners.com
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APPENDIX
The use of foresight methods
(particularly scenario planning) in
the wider world of SWF investing
There is a general paucity in the academic literature on
foresight approaches in the world of institutional investing.
Many academic papers outline antecedents to uncertainty
shocks and advocate specific approaches and strategies for
dealing with uncertainty and volatility in markets. Several
reports by Willis Towers Watson highlight the role of governance and advocate best practices for dealing with uncertainty. Reports by the IMF and the World Bank are also cited that advocate the use of scenario planning. Finally, we
refer to a set of scenarios developed by the CFA Institute for
the future of the investment profession.
Bloom (2009) outlined a model for the impact of uncertainty shocks, detailing how uncertainty jumps up after major
political or economic shocks. Higher uncertainty causes
firms to temporarily pause their investment and hiring.
Productivity growth also falls as this pause in activity freezes
reallocation across units. In the medium term the increased
volatility from the shock induces an overshoot in output,
employment, and productivity. The authors assert that uncertainty shocks generate short sharp recessions and recoveries. Furthermore, they induce a strong insensitivity to
other economic stimuli.
Hill (2009) explores horizon uncertainty and extreme episodes of liquidity tail risks. She contends that “we can never easily foresee when periods of market chaos will arrive
and liquidity risk will become front and centre again… We
need to have contingency plans, or ideally positions, that
protect us in such scenarios, that provide explicit or implicit
sources of liquidity”. Within the range of risk management
possibilities of diversification and hedging, Hill (2009) argues for option positions with long volatility exposure as a
natural hedge for tail risk.
Clayton et al (2015) argue that unlike after the 1980s crash,
institutional investors did not abandon real estate following
the 2008-2009 financial crisis. In fact, they have become
more attracted to the asset class as a source of relatively
steady returns in a low-interest-rate environment. The authors argue that property market fundamental have been
different in the current cycle compared to the general
pattern in the past. They emphasise the need for institutional investors to comprehensively understand the current
changing nature of real estate fundamentals when diversifying with real estate assets.

horizon investing, improved board-executive engagement,
strengthened risk management through better understanding of the ecosystem, and better balance in the mix of internal and external intellectual property. Within the space of
risk management, the report advocates the use of scenario
planning, as this is “critical to anticipate some transformational changes ahead”. Furthermore, it is reported that
there was consensus among the funds under study that
“such thinking is strategically useful”.
A World Bank report (2006) advocates the use of scenario
planning to guide long-term investments in agricultural science and technology. It is based on a project in India and
includes scenarios for the future of Indian agriculture.
An IMF report (2004) advocates the use of scenarios in
stress testing of financial systems to assess potential vulnerabilities. Another IMF report (2013) that focuses on sovereign wealth funds, outlines a weakness that has emerged
from the processes of SWFs for managing the uncertainties
associated with operational risks. The report suggests that
when venturing into new markets and instruments, there is
a general tendency to rush through implementation by devising “work-around” procedures to circumvent any deficiencies in the existing operational systems and processes.
Often, these temporary measures end up staying in place
for much longer than originally expected, while scenarios
that had not been anticipated earlier would start to appear,
leading to potentially costly operational errors. The report
advocates a structured “new product” process that will help
instill greater discipline in ensuring sufficient forethought,
time and resources are devoted to the introduction of new
investment activities.
The CFA Institute developed a set of scenarios for the
“Future State of the Investment Profession” (2017), focusing on the skills and capabilities the industry might need in
the future. The scenarios were based on a survey of around
1,200 investment management executives, addressing the
key issues that keeps them awake at night. The four scenarios followed themes around fin-tech disruption, changing
expectations and inequalities, higher levels of political instability and lower growth/interest rates for longer, and responsible capitalism. The “game changers” they identified
for the investment management industry included “new
skills for new circumstances”, and “evolving states of trust”.

A Willis Towers Watson report (2017) of a cohort of sovereign wealth funds and pension funds studied international
best practices in a context of volatile and uncertain capital
markets and the challenges of meeting investment goals
being greater than ever. The funds emphasised the need
“to adapt to fast-changing, complex and often ambiguous
landscapes”. The report identifies best practices included
improved cognitive diversity, better sustainability and longNormannPartners | Stockholm, Sweden | London, United Kingdom | info@normannpartners.com | www.normannpartners.com
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